Making Videos Without Video Cameras

1. Video time/animation time/how much work is this?
   1. NTSC Video is 30 frames/second (29.97 actually)
   2. For one minute, that's 1,800 frames
   3. Animation can be 10-15 frames a second and be smooth
   4. Even multiples into 30

2. Non-animation strategies
   1. Found footage – taped from broadcast TV
   2. Still photo sequence (La Jetée)

3. Drawings
   1. Traditional method
   2. tracing paper/light table
   3. numbering of files with leading 0's (001.jpg not 1.jpg)
   4. Final Cut Pro or ImageReady?
   5. Final Cut Pro > User Preferences > Editing Tab > Still/Freeze Duration

4. Still Photos
   1. Cutting up for animation
   2. Layered PSD files for FCP
   3. Motion and Zooming in FCP

5. Rotoscopying
   1. live action into ImageReady
   2. not every frame needs to be re-used
   3. combining live action and animation